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A systematic programme of in vivo dosimetry using diodes to verify radiotherapy delivered doses
began in Edinburgh in 1992. The aims were to investigate the feasibility of routine systematic use of
diodes as part of a comprehensive QA programme, to carry out clinical pilot studies to assess the
accuracy of dose delivery on each machine and for each site and technique, to identify and rectify
systematic deviations, to assess departmental dosimetric precision and to compare to clinical
requirements. A further aim was to carry out a cost-benefit evaluation based on the results from the
pilot studies to consider how best to use diodes routinely. The diodes purchased and used have all
been Scanditronix, including old-style EDE, EDP- 1 0 and EDP-20 and later EDD2, EDD5, new-style
EDP IO and EDP-2 0.

A later programme was initiated to assess simplifications for routine use. This has included: not
using correction factors, or reducing the set used; the use of additional metal build-up caps on the
standard diodes to match build-up thicknesses, to reduce the ranges of correction factors required;
the use of combined mid-range 'generic' correction factors for a specific machine, modality,
treatment site/field and diode position; how data is communicated and recorded to and from the
treatment unit; how the diodes are mounted and handled in the treatment room; the quality control
required for the diodes themselves; assessment of falsely recorded discrepancies to minimise the
resource implications.

The department has been fortunate i having a supply of multi-disciplinary Master's level students
(physicists, radiation oncologists, one part-time research radiographer), who have carried out
dissertation projects on the testing and development stages. Following initial conventional physics
testing and workup [1], to acquire clibration and correction factors, phantom measurements were
carried out to verify the methodology in various situations and to aid in future interpretation and
transfer of diode dose measurements to estimation of doses at isocentre. Then a comprehensive set of
full clinical pilot studies were done, assessing doses as precisely as possible. Entrance and exit doses
were measured on all patients in each group once a week until sufficient data was accumulated to
provide confident analysis [e.g. 23]. Typical entrance dose distributions showed mean differences
(measured to expected) close to zero. Standard deviations (sd) of distributions were 12-4.1%
depending on site and linac. For exit doses the equivalent values were: means 14% below expected,
sd 25%. For total treament course delivery to the target volume (prescription point), i.e. combining
all beams and measured fractions, examples of mean deviations (with sd following) included:

• head and neck -0.2 to 1.0% (.5 3%)
• breast (old technique, isocentre on surface) 4% 25%)
• breast (new technique, isocentre at depth) -2% 2.7%)
• pelvic -0.4% 2.7%)
• conformally blocked prostate/bladder (initial) +1.5% 2.6%)
• conformally blocked prostate/bladder (corrected) +0.1% 2.6%)
• electrons +0.9% 2.5%)
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The studies identified some systematic problems and significant outliers. This has lead to practice
improvements. In addition, the studies indicated that diode dosimetry can identify problems at the
I% level with good methodology, implementation and quality control.

For routine use for conventional treatments, it was decided: to measure only entrance doses, with a
5% tolerance, using diodes in conjunction with the rest of a comprehensive QA system, including
independent W checks, record-and-verify data QA and independent radiographer checks on set-up
and treatment parameters; to develop to measuring all patients, usually only once within the first few
days of treatment; to have a clear protocol for actions in the event of a significant discrepancy being
observed. For some special cases, full entrance and exit dose measurements were to be retained:
newly commissioned treatment equipment or techniques, as an overall test; critical patient groups, or
critical techniques; occasional full audit studies.

Of the factors assessed to simplify routine use, the use of build-up caps and the use of 'generic'
factors have been adopted. Build-up caps of brass, copper and steel have been used 4]. The caps
reduce the range of correction factors required such that many entrance factors can be ignored at
levels acceptable for routine use, although the changes without/with caps are less on the newer-style
diodes than the older. However the newer-style typically have smaller correction factor variations
anyway. Some factor variations (e.g. angle) may be worsened and, of course, -the shadowing effect is
worsened. Gains from the use of caps were less obvious for higher-energy beams than for lower-
energy. Full correction factors are still used in any detailed audit studies, critical group studies, etc.
Methods have also been implemented to streamline data flow and the physical handling of the diodes
in the treatment room. Typical times added to planning are very small and in the treatment room, the
diode operations tend to be carried out in parallel with other operations, so adding minimal time. The
time for physics work-up and quality control and for investigations of observed discrepancies can be
significant. However recognition of false positives and their reasons has improved with experience,
to the extent that time lost from these is now significantly reduced. Currently the department is re-
assessing routine use in some sites where no discrepancies have been observed over long use, e.g.
breast and considering putting more effort into some other sites where deviations would be more
critical, e.g. conformal/dose escalation, etc.
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